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Abstract
This observational report focuses on the implication of the Picture Exchange Communication
System and its effects on the communication and language development on a student with
Autism. The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) is a system designed for
children with Autism and children with severe speech delays. Through the exchange of pictures
these children are trained to initiate communication. This study was carried out in a 12:1:1 k-2
classroom with a seven year old boy named Adam. Phases I through IV were implemented into
his routine and the results were recorded. Through the use of the picture exchange Adam‟s
ability to communicate his needs increased.
Theoretical Framework
The acquisition of language is a vital part in child development. Typically developing
children use language in their everyday lives as a mode of communication; a way to express
wants needs and emotions. Communicating with people in the environment surrounding children
makes them apart of the community. Their community and its members play a key role in their
acquisition of language. Language development in children with an Autism Spectrum Disorder
however is a struggle. For typically developing children there are clear patterns and principals
that are unconsciously followed by the child to gradually lead them towards their acquisition of
language.
Naturally, when typically developing children are born they are brought into an
environment surrounded by language. Because of this these children have a desire to
communicate and connect with those around them. (Kucer, 2005) these children are born with
the motivation to communicate and to be a part of the community they are born into. In order for
children to process the language around them and to acquire language there are four steps that
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need to be taken. Besides having a motivation to communicate a child needs to be a “scientist”
(Kucer, 2005) and make sense of the language around them. As a child‟s experience with
language increases they begin to associate meaning with words along with meaning to written
language. Most importantly they begin to understand that language has meaning. Once the child
begins to understand the system of language they then begin to use it. This is the second step in
the process of acquiring language. The more the child learns about language the more they being
to use it conventionally. This is where the rules of language begin to make sense. As children
begin to experiment with language it may seem that they are making mistakes; inventive
spelling, wrong grammar or pronunciation, but in reality they are building on their knowledge.
The third step that has to be in place for a child to acquire language is the role of the adults. The
adults in the child‟s life play a very important part in the language development process. The
adults are the mediators who help set an example for the children and serve as a role model. The
way that the adults speak to the children or speak around the children is very important. The
fourth and final step of language development is the negotiation of meaning. In this step the
children learn to use cues both verbally and written to understand meaning. In order for a child to
fully acquire language all four of these steps need to be in place.
When thinking about children with Autism and their language development compared to
the acquisition of a typically developing child, the results are very different. This is seen clearly
in the earlier stages of development; typically developing children will demonstrate their desire
to communicate with not only verbal sounds but by using nonverbal cues such as; gestures, eye
contact, and behavioral social interaction( Shumway S., Wetherby A. 2009). Children with
Autism often do not demonstrate these characteristics. Children with Autism struggle with
communication with others and often miss cues in language that a typically developing child
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understands such as the behaviors and language of those around them. Because of this, children
with Autism have a difficult time reaching the first of four steps in the acquisition of language.
The second step involves the child‟s developing understanding of the language. This is where the
rules of language begin to make sense to the child and they begin to experiment. In this step the
parents and those around the child can see and hear the child using language conventionally. One
of the main reasons why children with Autism struggle with language is because they are unable
to use it conventionally (Bailey et al. 1996; Bosseler and Massaro 2003; Seal and Bonvillian
1997). Lack of conventional language and nonverbal cues is a early indication of language and
cognitive limitations. The third step for language development involves the parents as
mediators. Parents and adults around the child act as a role model. This is true for children with
Autism. It is equally important for adults to set an example for their children who are both
typically developing and those with Autism. For parents of children with Autism, along with
playing the role of the mediator they also must take on the role of activist. The lack of or absents
of language in the early years of life serves as an important variable predicting limitations in a
child‟s development. Children with Autism are helped greatly by early intervention (Gillberg &
Steffenburg, 1987; Howlin et al., 2004; Vnter, Lord, &Schopler, 1992) and parents as activists
along with standardized testing currently serve as the best indicators of development in children
with Autism. The final step asks for the children to begin the negation of meaning in both oral
and written language. To assist children with Autism is this step and in the overall acquisition of
language several strategies have been introduced. To bridge the gap of language development
between children with Autism and typically developing children I will be researching the use of
the Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS). I will be monitoring the use of the PECS
system and its affect on the language development of a student with Autism. The purpose of this
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study is to examine how the PECS system helps to support the language development in a child
with Autism.
Literature Review
The study of Autism research is still in its beginning stages. Although many questions
have been asked, few final answers have been discovered. The question of how children on the
autism spectrum acquire language is one that has remains to be unanswered. From this question
has come many important studies that have helped pull us toward a better understanding of how
these children acquire language and how to better meet their needs and provide assistance to
increase communication. Several major themes have appeared in the research supporting this
topic; the definitions of Autism Spectrum Disorder and how it affects speech and language, the
importance of assessments both formal and informal and its ability to identify the need for early
intervention services, and the approach to assistance in language development through Picture
Exchange Communication Systems (PECS).
Defining Autism
Autism is defined as a neurodevelopmental disorder that affects three main areas in
development; social, behavioral and language. (Tager-Flusbers, Rogers, Cooper, Landa, Lord,
Paul, et. Al., 2009) the term Autism Spectrum Disorder is term referring to the spectrum of which
children and adults with autism can be measured. Symptoms of autism and the level of
functioning vary along a wide spectrum; no two people with autism are the same and no two
people with autism will share the same symptoms (Luyster, Kadlec, Carter, Tager-Flusberg,
2008). Under the umbrella term of Autism spectrum disorder fall three developmental disorders;
Aspergers, PDD-NOS (Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not otherwise specified) and autism.
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These three disorders have similarities in their effects on people and share a common
developmental delay in language, behavior and social interactions (Tager-Flusberg: 2009, Lang:
2007, Luyter: 2008). The focus of this study is on the language development in children with
autism. Although the social interactions and behaviors of these students play a role in their
overall development the questions in this study ask “how do children with autism acquire
language?” and “what can educators do to increase communication and skills in functional
language?”
Assessing Language Development
Delays in language development in the first two years of life is typically the first
indication of autism, and because early intervention strategies are beginning to play such an
important role in children with autism, it is important for parents and educators to have a better
understanding of what to look for in the early years of life. in the past there have been two
assessment strategies for the measurement of language development; parent communication and
observation and standardized language tests that are typically administered by the speech and
language pathologist during the years of earl preschool (Luyster: 2008, Tager-FLusberg 2009:,
Constantino, Yang, Gray, Gross, Abbacchi, Smith:2007) even though these two avenues have
been the most used ways to gather information on a child‟s language development they have
sparked some controversy. Because autism is such a wide spectrum and the symptoms and
developmental effects vary so much it is difficult to measure one child‟s developmental
readiness to the next. During standardized testing advancements in these assessments such as
The ADOS-G (Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedual: Generic (ADOS-G; Lord et al. 200)
and ESCS Early Social Communication Scales (ESCS: Munday and Hogan 1996: ESCS-L Thorp
and Munday, submitted) (Luyster 2008) have helped to narrow the criteria. Another important
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fact to take into account when assessing a child using one of these standardize assessments is that
there are limited tools for assessing receptive language, only expressive (Luyster 2008).
Although the parent observations and surveys have been used for years they too may come out
invalid; this is because parents may often time mistake their child‟s behavior as ways of
communicating. An example of this would be a parent mistaking a child‟s hand movement as
pointing; labeling this as a communication skill their child may not have (Tager- Flusberg: 2009,
Luyster: 2008). The best form of assessment is the combination of both; parents observations and
formal assessments.
Early indicators
For parents and professionals early observations of delays in language development is the
most effective indication that there is a need for developmental assistance. Language
development has been a key indicator for autism; it is the easiest criteria for parents to identify.
For many parents this is the recognition of a lack of verbal communication during their child‟s
first two years of life. “The second year of life is a critical time to examine the early
development and emerging symptoms of ASD because there are implications of early detection
leading to early intervention and even the possibility of preemption of significant symptoms.”
(Shumway S. Wetherby A. Communicative Acts of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in
the Second Year of Life) verbal communication is one of the best earl detectors of language
disabilities, equally as important is the absence of verbal cues. (Luyster R., Kadlec M., Carter A.,
Tagger-Flusberg H. 2008) In a 2008 study on Language Assessment and Development in
Toddlers with Autism Spectrum Disorder Rhiannon Luyster, Mary Beth Kadec, Alice Carter, and
Helen Tager-Flusberg identified the most significant predictors of earl cognitive ability as
language, response to joint attention, imitation, play and gestures.
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Joint attention and response to joint attention involves the student following a gaze or
showing interest in an object or person. Typically these acts are observed and recorded. Students
who point or hand objects they desire show high response to joint attention. Students who look at
the object or reach for it show low response to joint attention. The results of these studies show
that students who demonstrated low to no response to joint attention were directly related to
having language delays. (Bopp K., Mirenda P., Zumbo B., 2009) there are three components of
joint attention that must be in place in order for a student to have responses; attention, shared
affect, and shared intentions. Students with autism during the early years typically lack the first
component of attention and without this piece they have difficulty expressing wants and needs
which directly affects their ability to develop language(Bopp K., Mirenda P., Zumbo B., 2009).
Many children with Autism will have a “stereotypical language” (Tager-Fluseberg et. Al., 2009)
referred to as scripting. This is when children repeat inappropriately words or phrases they have
heard. This is imitation of language is called “echolalia” although the children are using
language it is not appropriate or functional. Imitation plays a big role in the development of
language and for typically developing children imitation is a combination of Kucer‟s steps three
and four; the recursive process and the adult as a mediator (p.263). The children are hearing the
language around them and observing how it is used, they then try to make sense of it and attempt
to use it themselves. For children with Autism imitation in the form of scripting and echolalia is
a nonfunctional part of their speech. “while typically developing children acquire the ability to
communicate through gestural and vocal means for a variety of functions concurrently, children
with autism acquire communication and language one function at a time” (Wetherby, 1986).
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Approaches to assistance in Language Development
The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) is an approach to assist children with
Autism and other disabilities how to use functional language to communicate with in a social
environment (Jurgens, Anderson, Moore 2009). The theory behind PECS comes from the
Delaware Autistic Program where the idea was created initially for preschoolers who were
nonverbal. PECS follows a specific model that identifies the steps children with Autism are
required to reach to acquire language. The first step is “manding” (Wetherby, 1986) this involves
the child “regulating another person‟s behavior to obtain an environmental end” (Wetherby,
1986) an example of this would be when a child moves the teachers hand in the direction of the
object the child desires. This shows to the teacher that the child wants these objects and wants
the teacher to get it for them. This would happen when the desired object is out of reach. For this
to take place the teacher would have to be close enough to the child for the child to touch
him/her. This is because at this point in the child‟s language development he/she does not yet
have the understanding to attract the attention of another person to seek their desire. This skill is
obtained in the second step. During the second step the child begins “attracting another person‟s
attention, or directing another person‟s attention to an object or event for a social end, such as
commenting” (Wetherby, 1986). PECS follows this model through the use of pictures. The goal
of PECS is to increase students communication through the exchange of picture cues.
There are six phases of PECS which Jergens, Anderson, and Moore describe in their
study with a 3 year old boy with Autism in 2009. In order for PECS to be used accurately and to
reach the best results a student must pass through each stage. The PECS system must be taught to
the student in the order of these phases. Phase one is referred to as Basic Picture Exchange, in
this phase the teacher or trainer of PECS sits across from the student and holds a desired object
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of the students. Prior to this phase the teacher or trainer would have administered a preference
assessment which indicates the students interests. This is done so the teacher or trainer can
present an object to the student that is highly motivating. One example of this may be the
student‟s favorite food or toy. Once this is established the teacher or trainer chooses one object
of desire and creates a picture of this object and places the picture between the student and the
trainer. The teacher or trainer holds the objects or sets it in front of the student so they can see it
but it is out of reach. A second trainer sits behind the student for guidance and prompting. The
objective of this phase is for the student to hand the picture of the desired object to the teacher or
trainer in front of them. Because this is the first step and in most cases the first time the student is
being introduced to the program the teacher behind the student will guide the students hand to
the picture with a physical prompt. As the student becomes more comfortable with this the
teacher behind him/her will slowly fade the physical prompting until the student is independently
giving the picture to the teacher in front of him/her. The teacher behind the student will guide the
students hand to the picture and prompt him/her to give the picture to the teacher in front of
him/her. Once the picture is in the hands of the teacher in front of the student he/her will give the
student the object. This pattern is repeated until the student can independently give the picture of
the object to the teacher with 80% accuracy over a period 20 to 30 opportunities (pg. 72) by
reaching this accuracy rate the student is showing the teacher that they understand when they
give the teacher the picture they receive the object. During this phase there is no language being
used by the teacher or trainer.
Once the student has moved past phase one they can continue to phase two:
Expanding Spontaneity. In this phase the communication board is introduced. This is typically a
board with Velcro or a book. He teacher places the picture of a desired object on the board and
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places the objet out of the student‟s reach. The objective for this phase is for the student to take
the picture off the board or book and give it to the teacher to receive the desired object. Each
time the student does this act correctly the teacher in front of him slowly moves further and
further away so the student is now either reaching across the table to give the picture to the
teacher or walking across the room. Once the teacher receives the picture they give a verbal
prompt such as saying the name of the object of desire before handing it to the student. The
teacher behind the student is providing the same assistance and prompt fade out as in phase one
(Carre, Grice, Walker 2009). The student must demonstrate their understanding that they have to
take the picture of the object and find the teacher and give it to him/her in order to receive the
desired object. This is demonstrated by the students following this pattern correctly at 80%
accuracy through 30 opportunities (p.52). Once the student has received 0% accuracy with
distance between the student and the teacher the distance between the student and the
communication book or board is increased. This requires the student to be “persistent in his
(her) attempt to communicate” (Jurgens, Anderson, Moore 2009). The student then has to reach
the same percent accuracy to begin phase three.
Phase three: Discrimination asks for the student to discriminate between pictures
(Jurgens, Anderson, Moore 2009; Carre, Grice, Walker 2009). The teacher presents the student
with multiple pictures on the communication board or book. For this phase the student can have
up to five pictures some pictures will be highly desirable by the student and others will not. The
teacher will posses all object desired or not. When beginning this phase the student will start
with two pictures of objects one desired one not. When the student hands the teacher a desired
object he/she will receive that object along with a verbal praise, if the student hands the teacher a
picture of an object that is not a high motivator they receive the object but no verbal praise. This
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continues until the student reaching 80% accuracy. Once the student has reached 80% the teacher
adds more pictures to the board for the student to discriminate from. When the student has 80%
accuracy between 2-3 objects the teacher them places the objects within the student‟s reach; once
the student discriminates and chooses his/her picture and makes the exchange of handing the
picture to the teacher the teacher then gives a verbal prompt such as “chose one” or “which
one?” as he/she points to the objects and allows the student to chose the appropriate one. At any
point during the PECS training if the teacher feels that the students is not showing success they
previous phase is then revisited. Carre, Grice, and Walker explain the remaining three steps in
the following table:
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Child has to walk both to receive symbol and
exchange it.
Communicative partner stands up and moves
around the room.
Communicative partner looks or turns away
from the child while the child picks up the
symbol and reaches to the communicative
partner‟s hand
(p.59)
The focus of the Picture Exchange Communication System is to teach students with

Autism and other communicative disorders to use functional communication (p.67). the ultimate
goal is for the students to independently communicate to teachers and parents through the
exchange of pictures and eventually to associate these pictures will language. A 1994 study by
Bondy and Frost indicated that 59% of students who used PECS were able to develop speech
(p.67). Along with the increase in speech PECS “acquisition and concomitant behavior changes
in non- targeted behaviors, such as improvements in verbal language, and nonverbal socialcommunicative behaviors, including joint attention an self-initiations, decrease in inappropriate
behaviors and increase in play (Anderson, Moore & Bourne, 2007; Charlop-Christy, Capenter,
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Le, LeBlanc, & Kellet, 2002; Ganz & Simpson, 2004; Kravits, Kamps, Kemmerer, & Potuek,
2002; Tincan, 2004) (p.67).
Conclusion
Children with Autism struggle with communication and language development. It is
important that the delays in language are identified with in the first two years of life. “The fact
that language development can be positively affected by early treatment has tremendous
potential significance, because the emergence of spoken language is one of the most important
variables predicting better outcomes in later childhood and adulthood (Gillberg & Steffenburg,
1987; Howlin Goode, Hutton & Rutter, 2004; Venter, Lord, & Schopler, 1992). Parent
observations along with standardized testing are the best indicators of areas of development in
children with Autism. One approach to the assistance of language development is the Picture
Exchange Communication System which provides an opportunity for students to communicate
wants and needs through the exchange of pictures. There are six phases to PECS and when
followed correctly PECS can help students with Autism use functional language to
communicate.
Methods
The study took place in a 12:1:1 self-contained primary classroom at Hilary Vant Primary
school (pseudo name). Hilary Vant Primary School is located in the East Irondequoit school
district and contains general education classrooms, special education classrooms, and inclusion
classrooms as well as one self-contained ranging from grades Kindergarten to second grade.
Approximately 325 students attend Hilary Vant in the 2009-2010 school year. This includes 116
Kindergartners, 103 first graders and 106 second graders. Because this is a small school the class
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sizes are small, which creates a positive learning environment. Within the school there are 19
classrooms; 6 Kindergarten, 7 First grade, and 6 Second grade. The school contains 19 General
Education Teachers and 4 Special Education Teachers. The population for service providers
includes one Physical Therapist, two Occupational Therapists, two Speech and Language
Teachers, two Reading Specialists, one ESL teacher and one floating Music Therapist. The
following tables represent the breakdown of the student population at Hilary Vant during the
2007- 2008 to 2008-2009 school year; this represents the most recent data.
Table 1
represents the percent of students who are Limited English Proficient and percent of students
who are in Special education in the years 2007-2009.
LEP and SEDS

2007-2008

2008-2009

Limited English Proficient

6%

5%

Special Education Students

9%

8%

Table 2
represents the racial/ethnic origin for the students at Hilary Vant Primary School.
Ethnicity

2007-2008

2008-2009

American Indian

0%

1%

Black of African American

20%

21%

Hispanic

11%

10%

Asian/Pacific

2%

2%

White

67%

63%
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3%

Hilary Vant Primary school has an attendance rate of 95% which is a number that has remained
relatively consisted through the years 2007-2009. This includes an attendance within grade level
range of 95%-97%. Along with this information it is important to note that during the 2008-2009
school year the percent of students receiving free lunch increased from 25% in 2007-2008 to
39% during 2008-2009.
Inclusion Classroom
The inclusion classroom at Hilary Vant Primary school is a 12:1:1 classroom which
contains seven students ranging from grade levels Kindergarten to Second Grade; two
Kindergartners, two students in First Grade and three in Second Grades. Four of the students in
the classroom are classified as having an “Autism Spectrum Disorder”. Each of these four
students has a 1:1 aid who works with them specifically.
The classroom is set up as an ABA classroom (Applied Behavioral Analysis). The
Teacher and Aides in the classroom follow an ABA style method to reach the individual goals of
the students set in their IEP‟s. The ABA approach emphasizes the belief that every behavior is a
learned behavior (p.13) with this understanding Teachers and Aides work collaboratively
administering Discrete Trial Teaching. This form of teaching involves working one on one with
a student teaching curriculum in isolated trials. Cooper , Heron, and Heward (2007) further
explain the method of Discrete Trial Teaching by stating “examples include responses to a series
of teacher-presented flash cards; answering a question prompted by the teacher; and, when
presented with a sample color, pointing to a color from an array of three colors that matches the
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sample color. In each of these examples, the rate of response is controlled by the presentation of
the antecedent stimulus” (p.78).
In order to properly implement this method of teaching the room is set up so that each
student has their own individual Teaching Area (referred to as ITA). Each ITA includes a desk, a
roll away shelf which contains books, reinforcements such as chocolate, or the students favorite
treat or toys. It also contains the communication notebook between school and home, the
students PECS (Picture Exchange Communication System) for those students who do not use
language to communicate, and the students Trial Book. The trial book is where the teacher and
aides record the student‟s progress during Discrete Trial Teaching. When you enter the room you
see the morning circle carpet, similar to that in a general education Kindergarten classroom; with
an easel, a book shelf, stereo, and seven small chairs with one teacher chair in the middle. The
difference between this set up and a typical Kindergarten classroom circle is along with the
seven small chairs there are five larger chairs behind them for the 1:1 Aides and the classroom
Aides. There is also a limited amount of written language on the easel and around the area. In its
place are pictures similar to the pictures in the students PECS notebooks. On the back of each
student‟s chair you will find their picture and a piece of Velcro. The Velcro is for the students to
stick their “Morning greeting” icon from their picture schedules. In each ITA is the student‟s
picture schedule which tells them what they will be doing every half hour of the day. When the
students arrive and get settled they check their schedule and remove their first icon picture
(Table activity) and stick it in the assigned place next to their picture on the back of their chair at
the table to show that they are ready for table activity. When they are done with this activity they
remove their icon picture and place it in the bag below their picture schedule and take the next
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picture which leads them to their next area. Each activity has an assigned place for the icon
picture.
Participant
The student participating in the observational study is a seven year old First grader. This
is Adam‟s second year at Hilary Vant Primary school. He is a student with Autism and has
limited language. During the past two years Adam‟s language has increased. Increase in
communication has been a goal for him set in his IEP and his teacher and parents have been
working hard to meet this goal. Currently, Adam is comfortable with one word phrases such as
“no” and “bathroom”. These words are typically used in a response to questions. There is limited
to no use of “functional” language spoken independently. To help increase communication with
Adam, his teacher and Aide have been using the PECS system and adding language based trials
to his Discrete Trial Teaching book. These trials ask him to use language to request something or
to answer a question. The PECS was put into place by his speech pathologist and teacher. Along
with Speech, Adam‟s services include; Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, Counseling,
and Music Therapy. The specialists along with his teacher and parents meet regularly to
communicate about his goals and collaborate on moving further to help reach these goals. Adam
has been using the PECS system informally for over a week. The System has only been in place
during snack time and has not yet been generalized to the other areas of Adam‟s school life. The
implication of this system was rushed for immediate results and little to no data was recorded.
Because of this the results of this system were unsuccessful.
Adam has a very supportive family; Mom and Dad make a conscious effort to stay
involved in what happens during school hours. At home along with Mom and Dad Adam have
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two younger brothers; ages 2 and 6 months. At this present time both siblings show no sign of
Autism Spectrum Disorder. At home when his youngest brother cries Adam will respond with
“don‟t cry baby”. This is one example of his ability to mimic speech around him. When given a
direction Adam will often times repeat the last word that was spoken. An example of this would
be when the teacher asks Adam to “sit down” Adam will either repeat the whole phrase or he
will simple say “down”.
Researcher
This is my second year working as a 1:1 teacher‟s aide in this inclusion classroom. I
began the beginning of last year at Adam‟s 1:1 Aide and voluntarily was transferred in the
middle of the year to a student with physically abusive behavior when this particular student‟s
1:1 Aide was injured. This year I am with Adam again and am determined to use this opportunity
to increase my awareness of his language development to better help him reach his goals.
Along with completing my masters in Literacy I have dual bachelor‟s degrees and
certification in Childhood and Special Educations ranging from grades 1-6. Working in this
classroom has provided great hands on experience with working with children with Autism and
other disabilities.
Method
As previously stated Adam has been introduced to PECS to communicate. In order for
him to be able to use this as a vehicle for communication a preference assessment was first done
on him. This was an experiment done by the speech pathologist which involved showing Adam
multiple foods, games and toys. His reaction to these things was noted. The goal of this
assessment was to see what interests him. The things he showed interest in were labeled “high
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motivators” meaning the most desired items. By determining Adam‟s high motivators the speech
teacher was determining the objects that Adam will best work for, and will use the PECS system
for. The high motivators were made into pictures and put into his PECS notebook. Just like the
class schedule, these pictures have Velcro. The top of this notebook is a row of Velcro. So far
this system has only been used during snack time this is because food seems to be the biggest
motivator for Adam.
The goal of PECS is to eventually have Adam using it independently as a way of
communicating wants and needs to other and to use it as a launching board for language. In order
for me to have correctly tracked Adam‟s progress through the phases of the PECS approach I had
to start at the introduction of PECS phase one from the beginning. Although Adam has already
passed through this phase and moved on to the next he has reached a plateau and has not been
able to generalize his communication past snack time. The classroom teacher, speech pathologist
and I felt that it was in the best interest of the student to begin from the beginning and take
diligent notes to better track progress. For the first three days of the study I took notes on
Adam‟s language and communication between 9 and 10 am. I then recorded his actions and
behavior at snack time without giving him his PECS book. As stated earlier Adam has already
been introduced to PECS but little data was taken. The purpose of these three days was to
identify where Adam‟s needs lie.
During the first day of my observation research Adam‟s book was put away and I strictly
recorded his communication and behavioral actions throughout the day. During snack time
Adam did not make a verbal or nonverbal request, Adam‟s language was recorded on the table
below. The language that was recorded as inappropriate represents language use such as
echolalia or repetition of a direction or request that has been given to him or scripting.
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Appropriate language represented an answer to a one or two choice question or a trained
response. A trained response is a response that Adam now uses after it has been repeated to him
several times by his teacher or me. An example of this would be:
Teacher: circle time is all_________ (teacher makes sign for all done)
Adam: done
It is also important to note that Adam is currently in the process of potty training and has learned
to respond to several phrases through repetition over the past 5 months. Some of these phrases
include;
Teacher

Adam

“go to___________”

“bathroom”

“no____________”

“Pee pee”

“Underwear is__________”

“dry”

“Adam goes pee pee in the________”

“potty”

The following table demonstrates Adam‟s language use on Day 1 of the observation. The data
was collected between 9 and 10:00 am prior to beginning 10:00 am snack time. In Adam‟s
classroom the student‟s arrive by bus between 8:30 and 8:45, at this time the teacher and aides
assist the students remove coats, communication notebooks and folders. Typically Adam arrives
and is asked to remove his coat and backpack independently; this has been an ongoing process
with the goal of independence. The amount of time this takes varies depending on Adam‟s mood
and how much he has to hang up. Regardless of the amount of time this takes Adam uses no
language because I am only giving one to two step commands.
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Once Adam has hung up his coat and backpack he is asked to go to the bathroom where
he is changed out of his diaper and into underwear. As state before Adam is on a strict potty
training schedule; Adam has a constant timer on all day and is brought to the bathroom every 13
minutes and sits on the toilet for one minute. If he goes to the bathroom during this time he is
given 25 minutes before he has to return to the bathroom. Adam has been potty training for 5
months and showing great progress. Typically when Adam‟s timer goes off I tell him “go to…..”
and he finishes by saying “bathroom”. This is currently the only prompt he needs to go to the
bathroom. The majority of the data was taken between 9 and 10:00 am after Adam had his one
minute in the bathroom.
Day 1 data
9:00 -10:00 am
Language
Used

Response
to request

Bathroom
sit down
Breakfast
Potty
Chocolate
All done
HI
Unreadable

X

Repetition
or
echolalia

Request

Protest

Comment

Appropriate
Language

X
X
X
X
X
X

This table indicates that in one hour Adam made one request and the majority of his language
was a trained response to the teacher or I. this shows that Adam‟s ability to communicate is
limited however he is able to respond to a request. At 10:00 Adam was physically prompted to
his schedule and took his snack icon from the schedule board and walked to his assigned chair.
Once seated, Adam saw that the teacher sitting in front of him in the kidney table was holding
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his two favorite snacks; goldfish and pretzels. Adam‟s classmates began to eat their snacks
around him. Adam watched but did not speak. At 10:10 Adam began to pound the table with his
fists and waving his arms in the air demonstrating his frustration. At 10:15 Adam reaches across
the table and attempts to grab the pretzels out of the teacher‟s hand. The teacher asks Adam
“what do you want?” Adam does not respond. The teacher asks again “what do you want?”
Adam does not respond, the teacher prompts him by saying “say „I want pretzel” Adam does not
respond, the teacher then hold up the pretzel and says “pretzel” Adam repeats her and she gives
him some pretzels after saying “nice talking”. On Day 2 the same table was used to record
Adam‟s language between 9 and 10:00 am:
Language
Used

Response
to request

Bathroom
Pee Pee
Dry
Hi
no
All done

X
X
X

Repetition
or
echolalia

Request

Protest

Comment

Appropriate
Language

X
X
X

At 10:00 Adam was prompted to check his schedule and take his “snack” icon to his assigned
chair. Again his teacher sat across from him holding a bag of pretzels and a bag of goldfish.
Adam sat in silence for 10 minutes while his classmates ate their snack. After 10 minutes he left
the table and walked toward me. At the time I was located in a chair 4 feet behind him taking
notes. He grabbed my arm and began to cry. He then lay down on the floor and stomped his feet.
This went on for another two minutes. I then walked over to him, took his hand and instructed
him to get up and sit back down in his chair. As previously agreed the teacher then held up a
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pretzel and said “pretzel” Adam did not respond so the teacher tried it again and this time Adam
repeated.
On Day 3 Adam‟s language was as shown:
Language
Used

Response
to request

Coat
Bathroom
Speech
Breakfast
Ear
Bye

X
X
X

Repetition
or
echolalia

Request

Protest

Comment

Appropriate
Language

X
X
X

X
X

During snack time on the third day followed a similar pattern as the previous two days. Adam sat
for up to five minutes without using any language. He then showed his frustration by crying at
the table. Because he became so upset it was difficult to calm him down while still recording
notes. While showing his frustration he pressed his chin into my arm and kicked his feet. I
walked away from him (as instructed in his behavior plan) and waited for him to calm down.
Once he stopped crying the teacher across from him held up the pretzel and said “do you want
pretzel?” At this time Adam immediately responded by saying “pretzel” and he was given his
pretzels. The purpose of these three days was to prove that Adam‟s limited language has an
effect on his everyday life. The data also provided a clear argument for intervention by
highlighting where Adam‟s difficulties lie. During these three days Adam was always given his
snack once he vocalized what he wanted. Even though his vocalization was in the form of a
repetition and not an independent request he still received his snack. The data makes is clear to
see that Adam is unable to express his wants and needs and as a result of this he becomes very
frustrated and sometimes violent. The first and main goal of this study and the implication of
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PECS are to move Adam past his frustration and give him the opportunity to communicate. The
long term goal is to use PECS to help Adam use language to communicate. In order to reach
these goals Adam must be strictly trained to work through the different phases of PECS.
Phase 1: The Physical Exchange
The first phase was introduced to Adam on the fourth day of the study during snack time.
At 10:00am when Adam sat down for snack he was given his PECS book with one picture on it.
The picture chosen was of pretzels, this was based on his preference assessment. As usual Adam
sat at the kidney table across from the teacher who held two of his snacks; a bag of pretzels and a
bag of goldfish. I sat behind Adam and took notes while assisting him with his notebook. In
order for Adam to move past phase 1 of PECS he had to independently initiate communication
by removing his picture from his notebook and handing it to the teacher across from him. Once
he does this independently at least 8 times out of 10 on three occasions he is ready to move to
phase two. The purpose of this phase is to train the student to initiate communication. The
physical exchange of the picture and the reward of the desired object demonstrate the completion
of this phase. The results of the first phase 1 trial are recorded in the following table:
Phase 1
Day 1
10:00 am snack
Trial
Pick up
1
FP
2
FP
3
PP
4
+
5
+
6
+
7
+
8
+
9
+
10
+
70% independent accuracy

Reach
FP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Release
PP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Picture
Pretzels

Activity
Snack
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During the first two exchanges Adam required a “Full Prompt” (FP) meaning in order for Adam
to make the exchange I needed to physically put my hand over his and guided him to the picture
on the book. During the first exchange Adam also required a full prompt during the reach, and a
“Partial Prompt” (PP). The partial prompt happened when took his hand and loosened his fingers
to assist him in dropping or releasing the desired picture into the teacher‟s hand. Each time
Adam released the desired picture into the teacher‟s hand the teacher verbally responded to the
exchange by pointing to the picture of the pretzel and saying “you want pretzel”, followed by
giving Adam a pretzel. Although Adam required prompting during the first three exchanges he
received the pretzel as a reward for the exchange. This showed Adam that he would be rewarded
with the exchange. This exchange process took a total of 14 minutes. During this time Adam
was relaxed and showed no sign of frustration. As stated before in order for Adam to pass
through phase 1 he had to independently initiate communication by taking the picture of the
desired object and give it to the teacher with 80% accuracy.
Adam was able to do this over two days. His second trail of phase one was recorded during the
student‟s 2:00pm snack time. Adam followed the same routine; after retrieving his snack icon
picture and brought it to his assigned chair at the kidney table. Again he sat across from the
teacher who held he same two snacks. The results were recorded in the following table:
2:00 snack
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pick up
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Reach
FP
+
+
PP
+
FP
+
+

Release
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Picture
Pretzels

Activity
Snack
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Adam showed success in Phase 1 on the second day of the phase one introduction. This is shown
in the data below
Phase 1
Day 2
10:00 snack
Trial
Pick up
1
+
2
+
3
+
4
+
5
+
6
+
7
+
8
+
9
+
10
+
90% independent accuracy

Reach
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Release
PP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Picture
Pretzels

Activity
Snack

Reach
FP
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Release
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Picture
Pretzels

Activity
Snack

2:00 snack
Trial
Pick up
1
PP
2
PP
3
+
4
+
5
+
6
+
7
+
8
+
9
+
10
+
80% independent accuracy

Phase II: Expanding Spontaneity
During Phase I Adam sat at a table with the book directly in front of him, the teach sitting
across from him and myself directly behind him providing support and prompting if needed. For
phase II the distance between Adam and the book was increased, once Adam was able to master
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this or show 80% independent accuracy the distance between Adam and the teacher would be
increased. The introduction of phase II began in the same set up as in phase I: Adam sat at the
kidney table with the PECS book in front of him. On his book was one picture (pretzels) which
the teacher across from him held. We began this phase by increasing the distance between Adam
and the teacher. The teacher seated at the middle of the kidney table moved backwards in her
chair; this forced Adam to either get up and walk to the teacher or reach across the table. The
purpose of this distance is for the student to show motivation. Adam was extremely successful
in phase II and required only one partial prompt in the first trial. Because I was seated behind
him Adam made several attempts to give me the pretzel icon instead of the teacher in front of
him. I was instructed by the speech teacher to either ignore this or wait for him to turn around
and walk towards the teacher or say “I don‟t have any pretzels”. I did both of these things in the
first five trials, these were not counted as prompts however because Adam independently walked
to the teacher. After the first trial Adam showed 90% independent accuracy.
On the same day as the introduction of phase II Adam‟s parents informed me that he
would be leaving after lunch for a Doctor‟s appointment and would not be returning to school
until the following day. Not wanting to lose motivation in the transition between phases I
decided to take this as an opportunity to use the PECS book in an area other than snack. As
previously stated after about 15 minutes of snack the students go to the play kitchen where they
play for another 15 minutes. I do not typically like to put any demands on Adam during this time
because I want him to use this as a break in his morning; however on this particular day because
he was so successful in phase II during snack I implemented it during play time. A shown in his
preference assessment Adam enjoys playing with action figures which are referred to as “guys”
and looking through the curious George books. Using this information I moved a chair to the
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play kitchen and placed these two objects under my chair where he could not see them. I then
took out one picture at a time and placed it on the top of his book which I put on my lap. I called
his name three times to get his attention; he then walked over to me and took the picture (guys)
and handed it to me; I then gave him the guys and replaced the picture. After a few seconds f
playing with the toy I walked over to Adam and said “my turn please” and took the toy and sat
back down. At this time my chair was located about 3 feet from where Adam was seated. He was
able to repeat this process for the next 10 minutes with 100% independent accuracy. This is
demonstrated in the table below:
10:15 Play time
Trial
Travel to
Trainer
1
+
2
+
3
+
4
+
5
+
6
+

Distance to
Trainer
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
5ft
5ft

Travel to
Board
N/A

Distance to
Board
N/A

Picture

Activity

“guys”

Play time

Curious
George
Book

7
+
5ft
8
+
5ft
9
+
5ft
10
+
5ft
100% independent accuracy
Phase II continued
Once Adam was able to master the first part of phase II (the increase in distance between
the student and the teacher) the distance between Adam and the book was increased. This again
happened at snack time. Adam was seated at his same chair at the table; the teacher who
typically sits in the middle of the table moved her chair from the middle so she was about 2 feet
away from Adam. Adam‟s PECS book was in the chair next to me; behind him about 5 feet
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away. On this day Adam‟s mother had sent in popcorn for his snack which has also been proven
to be a high motivator so this was the icon placed on the book. Adam struggles with this phase
for the first four trials and required two full prompts and two partial prompts. This happened
when Adam continued to hand me the icon; he walked over to the book independently and
handed me the icon, when I ignored this behavior he dropped his icon. I then assisted him in
picking up his icon and physically walked him over to the teacher where he then independently
released the icon into the teacher‟s hand. The second full prompt happened after the icon was
returned to the board; Adam independently walked over to the book and retrieved the icon, again
he attempted to give it to me and I immediately walked him over to the teacher. The third prompt
happened when he again handed me the icon after an independent retrieval and I turned him
around slightingly in the direction of the teacher, he then walked over on his own. This happened
twice. During the 10:00 snack Adam received 60% independent accuracy. Adam was recorded
again during 2:00 snack time where he received an 80% independent accuracy. On the third day
of phase II Adam was able to reach 90% accuracy during 10:00 snack and 100% accuracy during
2:00 snack. These results were recorded in the table below:
Phase 2
Day 3
10:00 Snack
Trial
Travel to
Trainer
1
+
2
3
+
4
+
5
+
6
+
7
+
8
+
9
+
10
+

Distance to
Trainer
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft

Travel to
Board
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Distance to
Board
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft

Picture

Activity

Pretzels

Snack
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90% independent accuracy
2:00 Snack
Trial

Travel to
Distance to
Trainer
Trainer
1
+
4ft
2
+
4ft
3
+
4ft
4
+
4ft
5
+
4ft
6
+
4ft
7
+
4ft
8
+
4ft
9
+
4ft
10
+
4ft
100% independent accuracy

Travel to
Board
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Distance to
Board
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft
3ft

Picture

Activity

goldfish

Snack

In addition to the distance increased during this time both Adam‟s teacher and I also began to
prompt him in language use. Each time Adam released the icon of the desired object into the
teacher‟s hand the teacher would say “you want (name of object)” and then reinforce his
behavior by giving him the object and saying “good job” or “nice asking”.
Phase III Picture Discrimination
Adam was able to pass through phase III very easily. For phase III Adam was given
multiple picture icons on his PECS notebook that varied from high to low motivators, Adam had
to show that he was able to discriminate between the pictures to choose his desired item. During
the first trial at 10:00 snack time Adam was given two pictures; pretzels (his highest motivator)
and chips (a low motivator). The book was placed in front of him and the distance between
Adam and the teacher was decreased. The only goal for this trial was for Adam to choose the
highly motivating food item. Adam was able to reach this goal with 100% independent accuracy.
At the end of this trial when Adam handed the teacher his picture and the pretzels were all gone
the teacher replied to his request by saying “pretzels are all gone”. At this point Adam
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independently opened his PECS book and took out the picture of the Goldfish. This was a huge
moment for Adam and a great demonstration to both myself and the teacher of how much of the
PECS Adam was understanding. He handed the picture of the Goldfish to his teacher who then
gave him some goldfish.
Adam was given a second set of trials in phase III at 2:00 snack time, this time along with
pretzels and chips a picture of a banana was added to the top of his book. Again Adam was able
to show 100% independent accuracy. After receiving 100% on both trials Adam was asked again
to work through phase III on the following day, this time the distance between himself and the
book along with himself and the teacher were increased. The goal for this set of trials was for
Adam to show his motivation to initiate communication. At 10:00 snack Adam received 70%
independent accuracy ; once he required partial prompting to the book and twice he required
partial prompting to the teacher. A new set of trials was then administered during 10:15 play
time. Just as before I placed two of his high motivators under my chair and the PECS book on
my lap; Adam received 80% independent accuracy and became very frustrated in the end and
required one partial prompt to the book and one full prompt to the book. During 2:00 snack time
the trial was administered again with the same three foods; pretzels, chips and bananas and with
the distance between Adam and the book and Adam and the teacher increased. He was able to
reach 80% independent accuracy.
Phase IV Sentence Structure
As previously stated, each time Adam released the icon representing the object he wanted
the teacher or I would reinforce the behavior by saying “oh you want_____. Good job” and hand
him the desired food or object. Throughout this process Adam has also been encouraged to use
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language and repeat what the teacher is saying; for example when Adam chooses the popcorn
icon and gives it to the teacher the teacher says “oh you want popcorn?” and then prompts Adam
to say “popcorn”. Eventually during phase II the teacher or I were able to drop the last word and
allow him to finish the sentence, this continued through the phases and over time Adam‟s
language became clearer during trials and easy to understand. The introduction of phase IV was
difficult for Adam at first. Phase IV asks the student to use a sentence strip and use language to
communicate. Adam was given a sentence strip; this consisted of a purple strip with two icons
that were unfamiliar to Adam; “I” and “want”.
Just as before, Adam was seated at the snack table with the teacher across from him and
myself behind him giving support. The strip was placed on top of his PECS book along with one
snack option. Because Adam was out of pretzels I used the popcorn icon. The goal of this phase
was to have Adam take the popcorn icon and put it on the sentence strip creating the sentence “I
want popcorn”. Adam was then expected to remove the sentence strip and give it to the teacher
who would repeat the sentence to him and slowly fade out the last word to eventually guide
Adam to say the entire sentence on his own. During the first set of trials Adam required two full
prompts from me and four partial prompts. In the end Adam had 40% independent accuracy.
During this first set of trials Adam was only asks to repeat the last word once the teacher read the
sentence to him. She read this to him while pointing to each picture and saying the words clearly
one at a time. Adam repeated the word “popcorn” each time and was rewarded with the snack.
During the 2:00 snack Adam was able to reach 70% independent accuracy requiring only three
partial prompts from me. Each time Adam was able to repeat the last word of the sentence
“popcorn”. On the last day of observations Adam was able to reach 90% independent accuracy
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during the 10:0 snack time and 90% during the 2:00 snack time, proving that he has mastered up
to phase IV of the Picture Exchange Communicate System training.
Validity of Research
To ensure that the research I do while working with Adam and in the classroom
demonstrated credibility which Mills describes as “ the researcher‟s ability to take into account
the complexities that preset themselves in a study to deal with patterns that are not easily
explained (p. 85) I have taken several steps. The first step was to identify “atypical
characteristics” (p.85) and being persistent in my data recording. When working with children
with Autism it is easy to identify stereotypical characteristics however it was important for me
when observing to pay attention to all behaviors that come out and to be open minded and not
expect certain behaviors from the student I was working with. I also practiced triangulation
meaning I used multiple research strategies and compare. These strategies included extensive
field notes, language charts, and observation surveys from Adam‟s parents, and teachers.
I demonstrated transferability in my research by providing clear and accurate
descriptions of the setting the student is in during my observations. My write up on my research
is descriptive enough for the reader to develop a deeper understanding and to feel as though they
were there in the classroom with us. I also took precautions to make sure that it was understood
by all who played a part in my research that the purpose of the observation was strictly for
educational purposes and the results do not in any way affect his school reports. The
dependability of my research is demonstrated by using several over lapping methods such as the
ones listed before. By using multiple methods it allowed for “the weakness of one is
compensated by the strength of another” (p.86). One example of how this helped my research
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involved the observation of Adam‟s spontaneous language; if I was unable to take note of every
time Adam spoke spontaneously because of not being able to hear him or not being able to make
sense of the words, the parent and teacher surveys were a reliable source to help.
These multiple methods of research were cross examined and compared to one another.
By doing this I demonstrated my conformability. I also kept a journal of field notes. Through my
research I was asking more questions about how to better meet the needs of my student and how
to assist him in his language development.
Findings
The research shows that the implication of the Picture Exchange Communication System
(PECS) in the classroom helped assist Adam to communicate. After four weeks of close
observation and strict instruction Adam was able to move to phase III; Adam is now able to
choose the picture of the item or food that he desires by independently retrieving his PECS book
and choosing from an array of pictures of objects. This means that Adam is able to discriminate
between the pictures of the item he desires and those he does not. As a result of this Adam is able
to better communicate wants and in needs in the classroom. Adam has also been able to
independently use a sentence strip to identify his needs during snack time. Adam‟s sentence strip
currently reads “I want_______” Adam chooses his desired food item from the pages of his
book and places the picture on the strip in the appropriate space. For this example Adam has
chosen the picture of pretzels which has proven to be Adam‟s most desirable food item. He then
gives the completed sentence strip to his teacher who asks “what do you want?” Adam is now
able to refer to the sentence strip and tell the teacher “I want pretzel”. One important factor that
contributed to Adam‟s success was the data collection and the
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Importance of data
As I stated previously Adam has been exposed to PECS and some of the trials during
snack time but it did not prove to be successful. The more research I did on this topic and the
more I worked with Adam and the teacher the more I understood the importance of data
collection. When this was previously introduced Adam skipped from phase II to phase IV. This
means that as soon as Adam was able to communicate at least one need (during snack time) he
was given a sentence strip and the words “I” and “want” were introduce. The reason why Adam
was unsuccessful when this happened is because he was not given enough opportunities to learn
that through the picture exchange he was initiating communication. When he was immediately
introduced to the sentence strip he did not have enough practice with the PECS as a form of
communication; these lead him to be frustrated and confused.
The data sheets I used for recording Adam‟s progress were copied from the Picture
Exchange Communication System Training Manual (Frost, L., Bondy, A.). these data sheets
allowed me to track not only Adam‟s progress but my progress. Because this was a strategy that
did not work for him before I wanted to make sure my measurements and instruction were
correct. The data sheets also allowed me look at what was motivating him and what areas
seemed to be more difficult for him. For example, during phase I I could see that he was adapting
easily to the simple exchange form across the table, so when introducing phase II I made sure to
increase the distance one step at a time; when first introducing phase II only the distance between
Adam and the trainer was increased, one I felt that he had a good grasp on the idea that he was
required to physically initiate communication I increased the distance between Adam and the
book along with the distance to the trainer. The data sheets broke each step down for me one
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step at a time so I knew when to increase and when to slow down when introducing the different
phases to Adam.
Development of language and its effects on behavior
Prior to beginning the introduction into PECS Adam‟s behaviors and communication
were recorded for three days. This data was collected for purpose of identifying Adam‟s needs.
The data along with the results of the parents and teacher surveys showed that when Adam‟s
needs are not met before he demonstrates a need for them it results in him becoming frustrated
and even violent. Before recording this data when Adam would sit down for snack t would
already be on the table waiting for him. Once this was taken away he become angry and was
unable to vocalize what he needed. This caused him to become frustrated and upset. At the time,
taking this data was not something I was sure about; my concern was that I would be purposely
upsetting him to further my research. However, the data from those three days became the most
influential data in my collection. The data not only showed that Adam was unable to
communicate his needs but also pointed out the fact that many times during the day Adam‟s
needs are met for him before it becomes a need. Snack time is the best example of this; Adam
has snack twice a day, he is also given breakfast and lunch. Prior to my research this did not
seem like a problem but once Adam began to tantrum when he did not receive his snack it
became clear that this was a new behavior because he has never had to express hunger with
snack, lunch and breakfast constantly being provided for him. By meeting these needs before
they become needs we are giving him less opportunities to express himself and therefore less
opportunities for the people around him to identify an area in need of improvement. The data
taken on these three days also showed the direct correlation between Adam‟s communication
skills and his behavior. When he was unable to communicate that he needed his needs met he
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chose violence and became physically upset. Each time Adam was given the PECS notebook
during snack, even when he was being prompted or only given one or two pieces of the food he
was asking for at a time he was calm and relaxed. Once PECS had begun being used Adam‟s
tantrums and negative behaviors during snack time diminished.
Another important fact that the research on these three days highlighted was the lack of
success of the first attempt at the introduction of PECS. As you move further into the use of
PECS the student being trained will learn to get their book and initiate communication. Although
the first time Adam was not at the phase where this would be taught he had been introduced to
his book and could see where it was located. If the PECS training had worked the first time he
would have been able to initiate the use of his book. These three days proved that Adam had not
had enough trials and practice with the book to fully understand that he was communicating and
having his needs met.
Adam’s development of language
At the end of phase IV Adam was able to discriminate between the pictures, choose the
one he wanted, place it on the sentence strip, initiate communication by finding his teacher to
give her the strip and say the words “I want (desired item)”. This shows that Adam is now able to
initiate communication and have his needs met during snack time. The date in phases II show
that Adam now has the understanding that in order for him to have his needs met he has to make
the initiative in choosing what he wants and telling someone. When phase II was first introduced
and the teacher increased her distance from herself and Adam he demonstrated his understanding
by first reaching over the table to make the picture exchange, and then eventually walking over
to where she was and tapping her or placing the picture in her hand.
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Along with this understanding Adam was also challenged on top if this to extend his initiation of
communication. This happened when the teacher or I asked him to name the item through
repetition. This introduced him to the idea that language equals communication; not only did
Adam have to choose the item he wanted and give it to his teacher but he had to use language to
express what it was he wanted and when he did this he was rewarded with the desired item. By
the end of Phase IV Adam was pointing each icon and using language along with picture
exchange to communicate his needs. By doing this Adam has proven that he can communicate
his needs through language.
Implications
After working with children with Autism for the past few years I have become very
interested in the development of children with Autism, specifically in the area of language. It
pains me to think of the children I have become so fond of growing up in a world where people
cannot understand them. I have always had a desire to help reduce the struggle and in completing
this observation I feel that I have. It has been amazing for me to see Adam communicating, the
implication of PECS has continued since the completion of this study and he is now in the
process of generalizing his PECS notebook outside of snack time and in the classroom. I believe
that I have helped Adam step closer to independence in communication.
The implications this study has had on me will greatly affect my future classroom.
Through this study I have been trained in the Picture Exchange Communication System and now
feel confident implementing it into any class. I feel that from this study I am taking with me a
deeper sense of understanding about the struggle these children have faced and the need to look
deeper for answers. I am walking away from this feeling that my eyes have been opened to a new
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approach I had never heard of and a feeling of pride that I possess within me the ability to make
a difference and assist in the language development of children with Autism.
Conclusion
The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) is a communication system
designed to assist children with Autism and children with severe language delays with the
development of communication and language (Carre, Grice, Walker 2009). Through the six
phases in PECS the student is trained to initiate communication through the exchange of
pictures. The implication of PECS begins with a preference assessment where the student‟s
highest to lowest motivators are recorded in data. These motivators are the driving force in the
student‟s adaptation of the system. Through the exchange of pictures or these motivators along
with the use of language and sentence strips the student begins to understand the process of
communication.
The Picture Exchange Communication System proved to have a positive effect on the
acquisition of language for Adam. It is my feeling that over time Adam‟s language development
will increase as he is trained and masters the other two phases. Although I was able to see a great
improvement in Adam‟s ability to communicate his wants and needs through the picture
exchange I would have liked to have seen more development in his language. Where the study
ends Adam is initiating communication mainly in one area of his day which is snack time. this
time was chosen because through his preference assessment it was proven that food was his
highest motivator. With more time I would have liked to have generalized his book in more areas
of his school day and at home. Although the implication of PECS is a continuing process which
Adam will continue to build upon the amount of information gathered for this study remains
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limited due to time. in addition to Adam vocalizing his wants and needs PECS continues to assist
Adam and other children with Autism how to communicate and eventually vocalize sentences
such as “I don‟t like___” and “I have_______”. I would have liked the opportunity so share
these steps with Adam and help him to communicate more than just his wants.
In completion of this study I am left feeling that the short term goal of PECS to train the
student to initiate communication has been met, and the long term goal of language development
is still in the process of developing for Adam. I have seen his progress thus far and feel that this
is a goal he can soon accomplish through the phases.
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